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 Join us each Saturday in 2012 for a fun new edition of MMS P-52! It’s 

going to be a fun journey into our lives, our memories, our family’s 

story and we’ll grow through it together!  If you miss a week, don’t  

worries, the posts will be listed on the blog so you can always catch 

up!  If you have something FUN you want to suggest that we add to the 

list - please send me an email,  Email me at LisaJ@MyMemories.com 

This week’s word hopefully will come in handy with the big 
struggle we ALL have when undertaking the very process of 
memory keeping for ourselves and for our families.  Just the 
ENORMOUS amount of WORK it can be.  Sure - we LOVE the 
finished product, and we will spend hours looking back at the 
masterpieces we create - but how do we just get them 
DONE???  This week we will check out some simple, fun 
strategies to attack the MOUNTAIN of MEMORIES and we 
will work though it - so… here’s this week’s word - gear up 
for the fight and let’s get to it: 

...and don’t forget to make a memory today! 

 

And a VERY special THANK YOU to our friend, Sarah from 
*Sweet Blossom Designs* for letting us use her super cute 
kit, *PHOTO SHOOT* for this fun series! Thanks Sarah, 

we LOVE it!! (I think you will too!)  
Check it out here:  PHOTO SHOOT! 
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When you start to see progress, it WILL motivate you!  When you see one box of pictures all organized and 

scanned you will get in the groove and move forward (even if you’re going BACKWARD) and it will become 

easier!  DO NOT beat yourself up that you didn’t do it right from the beginning.  When you KNOW BETTER, 

you DO BETTER.  You were busy raising the children in the pictures - you had your hands FULL, you may STILL 

have your hands full - but if you have a little time, make a little progress.  A step in the right direction is STILL 

CLOSER TO THE GOAL, RIGHT??  It’s never too late to get started and YOU CAN DO IT!  Think what’s helping 

you now, and when you take that next set of pictures - get them downloaded off your camera and labeled 

and stored (and backed up) on your computer.  It will make your future projects easier to manage!  Finding 

little things that help will make a BIG difference over all.  When you look through all those old 

stacks of paper photographs, start to weed them out.  It’s OKAY to NOT scrap 

every single picture you ever took!! Remember that a picture is worth   1,000 

words and every story doesn’t need to have a zillion words to it -  just 

enough to tell the story!  But remember in scrapping LESS CAN BE MORE!  So, know when to stop!!!! 

Now… you have started to *SEE* progress, you are  beginning to see boxes organized and files 

NEATLY lined up on your computer desktop and SAFELY backed up on your  external hard-drive!  

You will FEEL awesome, and you will start to think about your upcoming  new 

projects in a more organized way.  You will change the way you approach 

your family’s memory keeping , because when you KNOW better, you DO 

better - remember??  Each little step you take is a STEP in the right direction.  It’s not a race, you don’t HAVE 

to do it all today!  Remember, you may have YEARS to catch up on - I know I still do!  But you know what, I 

am not continuing to fall further and further behind.  There will come a day when you are no longer behind 

at all!  It’s possible!! YOU CAN DO IT!!  Remember you can install your MyMemories software on up to three 

computers for your personal use, so you can put  MMS on your laptop and take it with you!! It’s EASY to keep 

on track when you can take your  projects with you!  Now, you can’t do THAT with all your traditional scrap 

tools and goodies??  Just remember - start SMALL, but KEEP GOING - you can get to 

where you’re going and have a FUN time getting there!! Let MYMEMORIES help you 

gain control of YOUR MEMORIES!!  So much you can do, and no time to waste! 

Because most of us come to the realization we need a PLAN (remember Week 1??) to capture, create and save 

our memories long after we have a TON… we often just feel too overwhelmed to  even get started.  So, first 

take a minute and DIVIDE the mountain into manageable tasks.  How many children do you have, how many 

YEARS are you behind (YES, I am WAY BEHIND too!!) Pick a ONE small idea to start with.  I really  do suggest 

starting with WHERE YOU ARE NOW -  then find whatever plan you want to work backward a little at a time 

and STAY CURRENT.  For example, if you (like me) have BUCKETS of old photos you need to scan.  Start with 

the most recent digital pictures you have from Christmas, Easter, Valentine’s Day - whatever 

and do that page.  THEN grab ONE envelope of old pictures and sort them get them in order 

and scan them.  Do another current page and then another  and another  envelope 

of old pictures.  Before you know it - working steady, you will see PROGRESS! 


